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Intrauterine device self-removal practices during the COVID-19 pandemic among family planning clinics
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To explore the prevalence of intrauterine device self-removal practices before and during the COVID-19 pandemic among family planning clinics.

Study Design: This is a secondary analysis of data from a descriptive, longitudinal study using a clinic-based convenience sample from the Abortion Clinical Research Network assessing baseline and pandemic-adaptive family planning practices.

Results: Of the 63 sites that provided contraception, 5 (7.9%) reported providing guidance on intrauterine device self-removal at baseline. Sixteen sites (25.4%) provided guidance on self-removal by the end of the study period. Self-removal counseling was associated with being an academic center and reporting a median lower number of monthly contraceptive encounters.

Conclusions: Endorsement of IUD self-removal increased to one-quarter of sites by the final timepoint.

Implications: Twenty-five percent of family planning clinics reported provision of intrauterine device self-removal guidance by eight months into the COVID-19 pandemic, a three-fold increase from baseline; these findings suggest clinician support for patient autonomy in contraceptive self-management and limited concern for safety issues with self-removal during a public health emergency.

© 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Intrauterine device (IUD) users may face obstacles to device removal, including scheduling difficulties, financial hurdles, and clinician obstructionism [1–3]. For these reasons, self-removal is an important option for some users [4]. In data sourced from internet videos and forums, individuals report self-removal as a positive experience and means of retaining reproductive autonomy [4–6]. When given the opportunity, more than half of IUD users are willing to attempt self-removal and approximately 20% are successful with little guidance [7].

An unknown proportion of IUD users already discontinue their own IUD, and an unknown proportion of clinicians provide guidance on self-removal. One qualitative study that examined clinician opinion of self-removal highlighted that while clinicians were not concerned about the safety of self-removal and may plan to remove their own IUDs, there is an expectation to be involved in the decision-making for IUD removal for their patients [8]. Indeed, clinician biases towards IUD continuation and lack of comfort with self-removal likely undermines uptake of this practice but has not been measured.

The coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic prompted significant changes in family planning care, such as the no-test medication abortion protocol [9]. The pandemic may have also impacted other means of remotely supporting family planning needs, including IUD self-removal, although we hypothesized there would be little change in endorsement of this practice given data showing clinician preference for in-clinic removal. Thus, we evaluated IUD self-removal practice patterns among the Society of Family Planning Abortion Clinical Research Network over three time points, in comparison to other potential predictors, clinic demographics, and COVID practices adoptions.

2. Material and methods

Details of the parent study are presented elsewhere [10]. In brief, this was a longitudinal survey-based study administered at three time points between April and October 2020 using a convenience sample drawn from clinics in the Society of Family Planning Abortion Clinical Research Network following study
advertisement via listserv. Participating sites completed surveys online via Qualtrics. The first survey (T1) included baseline abortion and contraception clinical practices as well as adaptations to COVID-19 by May 2020. Items from the second (T2) and third (T3) surveys focused on adaptations to COVID-19 by August 2020 and October 2020, respectively. No protected health information or patient outcomes data were collected. Advarra Institutional Review Board reviewed this study and found it to be exempt.

For this secondary analysis, we submitted a data request to the Society of Family Planning (SFP) with a data analysis plan. Following approval of the request, SFP securely transferred de-identified datasets to the study team. We utilized Stata 15.1 (College Station, TX) for data cleaning and analysis. From an original data set of 66 sites that responded to T1, we excluded clinics that solely provided abortion services and did not provide contraceptive services (n = 3). We also excluded one site that did not contribute to the T1 baseline data and only responded to the T2 survey. We classified sites as already integrating practices into clinical care if the site reported performing them at baseline, prior to the start of the pandemic. Sites were considered new integrators of a practice if a COVID-19 change was reported in T1, T2, or T3 with no baseline endorsement of this practice. We classified sites as self-removal adopters if they ever reported providing IUD self-removal guidance, including at baseline. Sites did not have the opportunity to report more details regarding implementation or discontinuation during the study period.

Per our predetermined analysis plan, we conducted statistical analyses ($\chi^2$, Fishers exact test, and Wilcoxon Rank Sum) to describe differences noted between contraceptive adaptations and to identify significant correlates to self-removal practices, such as clinic demographics and impactful clinic changes, including in-clinic availability of long-acting reversible contraception (LARC) services (placements, removals, and replacements) and implementation of COVID-19 infection control practices. The parent study determined the sample size; thus, we did not perform a power calculation. Furthermore, there are no existing data to estimate the proportion of family planning clinicians who are currently counseling individuals about IUD self-removal.

3. Results

Seventy-four sites were selected to participate in the parent study; 66 (89%) responded to the first survey invitation (Supplementary Material). Of the 66 sites that provided baseline data, 63 reported provision of contraceptive services. Fifty-six sites provided data for all three surveys (89%); all 63 provided at least one metric of baseline and pandemic-responsive contraceptive services. Sites had equal representation between academic and community-based clinics. Participating clinics were situated across all four regions of the United States, greater in the West and Northeast. Approximately half of clinics provided 26 to 250 unique contraceptive encounters per month at baseline and a remaining quarter provided 251 to 1000 encounters (Supplementary Materials).

Prior to the pandemic, 5 (7.9%) sites reported providing guidance on IUD self-removal. Four of these sites were urban and academic; one site located in the West was an independent clinic in a rural county. There was an increase in guidance on IUD self-removal across the 3 survey time periods (Fig. 1). Sixteen sites (16/63, 25.4%) reported providing guidance on IUD self-removal at some point by the end of study period. Other changes to contraceptive practices by T3 included 23 sites (23/63, 36.5%; pre-pandemic 5/63, 7.9%) that reported support for self-administration of depot medroxyprogesterone acetate (DMPA), and 59 sites (59/63, 94.0%; pre-pandemic 53/63, 84.1%) reported providing guidance for extended use of LARC.

Adopting self-removal counseling before or during the pandemic (n = 16) was associated with being an academic center (adopters 13/16 vs never adopters 20/47, $p = 0.04$) and reporting a median lower number of contraceptive encounters in February 2020 (adopters: 60 vs never adopters: 154, $p = 0.02$) and thereafter (adopters: 33 vs never adopters: 105, $p = 0.01$, Table 1). IUD self-removal guidance was not associated with site region ($p = 0.28$), adoption of face mask policies ($p = 0.32$), or discontinuation of IUD placement, replacement or removal services ($p = 1.0, 0.76, 0.77$, respectively). There was also no association between adoption of self-removal counseling and DMPA self-administration or extended IUD policy ($p = 0.55$ and 1.0, respectively).
4. Discussion

These data show low baseline endorsement of IUD self-removal among 63 family planning centers within the Society of Family Planning Abortion Clinical Research Network. In the context of a worldwide pandemic limiting access to care in 2020, a quarter of clinical sites in this sample reported providing guidance on IUD self-removal, in parallel with increases in other innovative contraceptive practices.

Because more family planning research and clinical care initiatives are dedicated toward LARC initiation, compared to removal, we suspected, incorrectly, that support for IUD self-removal would remain near the starting prevalence of less than 10% [11, 12]. Unlike our findings showing an increase over the study period, a different study among general obstetrician-gynecologists, administered between March and September 2020, demonstrated only 2% counseled on IUD self-removal [13]. Family planning specialists may be more willing to provide self-removal guidance.

We found no association between adoption of IUD self-removal and discontinuation of IUD placement, removal, and/or replacement services. Other factors may have prompted adoption of innovative contraceptive services. In our sample, academic centers and centers with median fewer contraceptive encounters were more likely to endorse IUD self-removal. We suspect that academic centers may be more likely to adopt the risks and benefits of innovation, and centers with fewer contraceptive visits may be less dependent on contraceptive volumes for financial stability.

This study is limited by the small sample size. In addition, the use of dichotomous questions did not allow for nuance about how often or for how many patients these recommendations were provided. Additionally, questions regarding practices during the pandemic asked about changes in practices in response to the pandemic; this wording may have led to exclusion of changes due to other factors.

While IUD users are typically advised to return to a clinician for removal, self-removal guidance may be an important practice for patient autonomy, and, during a pandemic, means of reducing exposure risk. In the context of public health demand to innovate remote contraceptive care delivery, family planning clinics demonstrated increasing endorsement of IUD self-removal. Shifts in contraceptive care to support receipt of services outside of the health care setting may continue to grow, particularly now that SFP’s pandemic-responsive clinical recommendations endorse IUD self-removal counseling [14]. This study’s findings quantify a starting point for subsequent study regarding the role of IUD self-removal in future, routine contraceptive counseling and practice.
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